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Abstract—In the IPv4 network, a mobile node is expected to
move between a global address network and a private address
network during communication. We have already proposed a
mobility mechanism that applies the principle of hole-punching,
widely known as “NAT traversal technology”, when a NAT
exists on a communication path. It can realize mobility over
different types of address areas. In this paper, we describe
implementation of the above-mentioned function to Mobile Peer-
to-Peer Communication (Mobile PPC) that can realize mobility
solely with end nodes.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the growth of mobile terminals and wireless networks,

users are now able to get access to networks from anywhere.

While the use of cellular phone networks is overwhelm-

ingly popular at present, there exist recently mobile terminals

equipped with wireless LAN or WiMAX as well, and it is

expected that there will be more and more users who can

have connection with IP networks seamlessly. In the case of

IP network, however, communications are disconnected if and

when users move during communication or change wireless

communication devices, because IP addresses change at that

occasion. In order to solve this problem, various kinds of

mobility technologies have been studied [1].

Many of the technologies to realize mobility are based

on the assumption of using IPv6. However, since IPv6 has

no compatibility with IPv4 in the aspect of interconnection,

it is assumed that a situation where IPv4 and IPv6 coexist

should last for a fairly long period of time. Accordingly, if the

device of the correspondent node (CN) is able to work merely

with IPv4, it is necessary to communicate with IPv4. Thus,

realization of a mobility technology in the IPv4 network is

considered to be quite meaningful.

In the case of IPv4 network, it is difficult to assign global

IP addresses to all mobile nodes (MNs) owing to the problem

of IPv4 address exhaustion, and therefore, it is necessary to

actively utilize private IP addresses. For that reason, MNs

may move between a network where global IP address are

used (hereinafter called “global network”) and a network

where private IP address are used (hereinafter called “private

network”). In this kind of move, there needs to exist a Network

Address Translator (NAT) on the path of communication before

or after the move. As a result, the new IP address reported

by the move notification does not match with the IP address

used in the actual communication. Therefore, the relationship

between the IP addresses before and after the move cannot be

maintained correctly.

In Mobile IP [2], various countermeasures [3]–[5] have been

studied so as to solve this problem, encapsulating the move

notification with UDP or adding a special function to NAT.

However, these methods cannot solve the problem in an effi-

cient manner, as the transmission efficiency tends to degrade

due to the header-overhead caused by the encapsulation or a

special type of NAT is required.

We have proposed Mobile Peer-to-Peer Communication

(Mobile PPC) [6] that can realize mobility in the IPv4 network

with only end nodes. In the case of Mobile PPC, an MN starts

communication with a CN after resolving its IP address by

way of Dynamic DNS (DDNS) [7]. At the time when the IP

address of MN changes during communication, MN directly

notifies CN of the relationship of IP addresses before and after

the move, and both nodes save it in their IP layers. Thereafter,

they translate the IP addresses of all TCP and UDP packets in

the IP layer, and thus, IP address changes are concealed from

the upper layer and communications can be continued.

We have already proposed a NAT traversal method for

Mobile PPC, whereby existing NATs can be used without any

modification and yet MN can move freely between a global

network and a private network [8]. In our proposed method, the

principle of hole punching, which is known as a representative

NAT traversal technology [9] is introduced as a means to cope

with the address translation in NAT.

MN located in a private network makes NAT generate

mapping information by binding negotiation (which is equiv-

alent to the hole punching) to CN, and then obtains the IP

address and the port number mapped to the exterior side of

the NAT. Thereafter, by sending the acquired information in

the move notification to CN, CN can appropriately translate

the IP address and the port number of received packets from

MN.

In this paper, we describe the fundamental mechanism of

Mobile PPC and our proposed method in Section II and

the implementation of our proposed method in Section III.

Then Section IV describes the results of the demonstration of
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Fig. 1. Mobility Patterns in IPv4 Environment

the trial system together with some remaining problems, and

finally Section V summarizes this paper.

II. MECHANISM OF OUR PROPOSED METHOD

A. Definition of Mobility Patterns and Notation

Mobility patters of MN in the IPv4 network are shown in

Fig. 1. In this paper, it is assumed that CN exists in a global

network and that MN can start communication without fail.

There exist the following four patterns.

• Pattern 1: Move from a global network to another global

network.

• Pattern 2: Move from a global network to a private

network.

• Pattern 3: Move from a private network to a global

network.

• Pattern 4: Move from a private network to another private

network.

While the conventional Mobile PPC corresponds to Pattern 1

only, our proposed method offers function to correspond to

Pattern 2 to Pattern 4. Symbols used in this paper are defined

as follows:

• Gi; Global IP address.

• Pi; Private IP address.

• A : p; IP address A and port number p.

• proto; Protocol type. (TCP or UDP)

• S → D, D ← S; Communication from S to D.

• S ↔ D; Communication between S and D.

• S ⇔ D; Address translation from S to D, or from D to

S.

B. Mobile PPC

Fig. 2 shows a sequence from the start of communication to

the continuation of communication after the move in Mobile

PPC. The IP addresses of MN and CN are indicated as “G1”

and “G5”. MN shares an authentication key with CN prior to

the start of communication. This negotiation consists of two

round trips of Cookie exchange and Diffie-Hellman (DH) key

exchange. The authentication key is used for the verification

at the time of move notification process.

After the above key sharing negotiation, MN creates a

Connection ID Table (CIT) as shown in (1) by using the

Fig. 2. Basic Sequence of Mobile PPC and Created CITs

Connection ID (CID)1 of the first TCP/UDP packet and then

starts communication.

MN/CN : G1 : s↔ G5 : d [proto] (1)

At this stage, no address translation of the packet is yet made.

CN also creates the same CIT just like MN when it receives the

first TCP/UDP packet and memorizes the session information.

When MN moves to another network during communication

and obtains a new IP address “G2”, it executes a move notifica-

tion process with CN. In the CIT Update (CU) request message

to be sent from MN to CN, the IP address before move (PREV-

ADDR) and the IP address after move (MOVED-ADDR) are

described and a digital signature using the authentication key

shared at the time of starting communication is added.

CN, upon receipt of CU request message, completes its

verification and updates its own CIT that shows the IP address

of MN becomes “G2” as shown in (2), and sends CU response

message to MN.

MN/CN : {G1 : s⇔ G2 : s} ↔ G5 : d [proto] (2)

MN, upon receipt of CU response message, updates CIT in the

same way as CN and completes its move notification process.

Thereafter, address translation is executed according to the

updated CIT in the IP layer of both end nodes as follows. MN

translates the source IP address of the packet passed from the

upper layer from “G1” before the move of MN to “G2” after

the move of MN, and sends it to CN. CN reversely translates

the source IP address of the received packet from “G2” to

“G1”, and passes it to the upper layer. By performing the above

sequence, the change in the IP address is concealed from the

upper layer and the routing is performed correctly and thus,

communication can be continued.

C. NAT Traversal Method

If a NAT exists on the communication path between MN

and CN (e.g., MN locates in a private network and CN locates

in a global network), the private IP address recognized as its

own address by MN does not match the IP address recognized

1CID is information to identify a TCP connection or a UDP stream and is
composed of five elements; namely, source and destination IP addresses/port
numbers and protocol type.



(a) Case of Mobility Pattern 2 (b) Case of Mobility Pattern 3

Fig. 3. Communication Sequence

by CN as MN’s IP address (namely, NAT’s global IP address).

As a result, CIT cannot be correctly updated with the move

notification by ordinary Mobile PPC and thus, communication

cannot be continued.

In order to solve the above problem, what is required of

MN is to get the transport address of MN recognized by CN,

namely the global IP address and port number mapped by NAT.

Accordingly, we apply here the principle of hole punching

to Mobile PPC. Hole punching is widely known as a NAT

traversal technology. In Mobile PPC, a binding message is

defined anew and the function is realized.

1) Communication Sequence (Mobility Pattern 2): Fig. 3a

shows the communication sequence in the case of the move

of MN from a global network to a private network. As no

NAT exists on the communication path at the time of starting

communication, the same process as that of ordinary Mobile

PPC is performed.

When MN moves to the private network and obtains a new

private IP address “P1”, it executes a move notification process

with CN. In the CU request message to be sent to CN, PREV-

ADDR “G1” and MOVED-ADDR “P1” are written. When CN

detects inconsistency between the MOVED-ADDR notified by

CU request message and the source IP address of the message

(i.e., NAT1’s global IP address “G3”) , it judges that there

exists a NAT on the communication path and sends back to MN

a CU response message with a status flag “NG NAT EXIST”

without updating CIT.

MN, upon receipt of CU response message with the above

flag, sends a binding request message to CN. The binding

request message is composed of the same IP header and the

transport header as those of the TCP/UDP packet to be actually

sent by MN after its move and a Mobile PPC header2. In

2In the case of TCP communication, it is actually a TCP header, and in the
case of UDP communication, it is a UDP header. The Mobile PPC header is
described to judge whether it is a binding message or not. As for the details,
please refer to Subsection III-B.

the case of Fig. 3a, the source address of the binding request

message is “P1 : s” and the destination address is “G5 : d”.

When NAT forwards the binding request message , the

source address of the packet is translated from “P1 : s” to

“G3 : m”, and mapping information is created as shown in

(3).

NAT 1 : {P1 : s⇔ G3 : m} ↔ G5 : d [proto] (3)

CN obtains the mapped address “G3 : m” from the IP and

the transport headers of the received binding request message

and sends back a binding response message by describing

them as “MAPPED-ADDR”. MN modifies MAPPED-ADDR

to MOVED-ADDR, and executes the move notification process

again. In the CU request/response messages at this time, a

status flag “NAT ON PATH” is set. Through this procedure,

MN and CN can correctly update CIT, taking the address

translation of NAT into account.

MN : {G1 : s⇔ P1 : s} ↔ G5 : d [proto] (4)

CN : {G1 : s⇔ G3 : m} ↔ G5 : d [proto] (5)

2) Communication Sequence (Mobility Pattern 3): Fig. 3b

shows the communication sequence for the case that MN

moves from a private network to a global network. In this case,

because a NAT exists on the communication path at the time of

starting communication, a binding process is performed during

the authentication key sharing process by the same mechanism

as the move notification process of Mobility Pattern 2.

In NAT1, at the time of forwarding a binding request

message, the same mapping information as (3) is created. By

the creation of this information, MN can know the transport ad-

dress “G3 : m” of MN recognized by CN, namely MAPPED-

ADDR, in advance.

When MN moves to a global network and obtains a new

global IP address “G4”, it performs a move notification process

with CN. Here, the PREV-ADDR to be described in the CU



(a) At the time when MN starts communication (b) After the move of MN

Fig. 4. Diagram Indicating the Relationship between Modules and Communication Sequence

request message is made as MAPPED-ADDR “G3 : m”, and

a status flag “NAT OFF PATH” is set. Through this process,

MN and CN can correctly update CIT, taking the fact into

account that the address translation of NAT is no more in place.

MN : {P1 : s⇔ G4 : s} ↔ G5 : d [proto] (6)

CN : {G3 : m⇔ G4 : s} ↔ G5 : d [proto] (7)

3) Communication Sequence (Mobility Pattern 4): In the

case where MN moves from a private network to a different

private network, NATs should exist on both communication

paths before and after the move. In this case, the process before

move shown in Fig. 3b and the process after move shown

in Fig. 3a are to be combined. With this combination, two

MAPPED-ADDRs obtained by binding processes conducted

before move and after move can be set as PREV-ADDR and

MAPPED-ADDR respectively.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

A. Module Composition and Process Flow

Fig. 4 shows diagrams indicating the module composition

of Mobile PPC and its corresponding relationship with the

communication sequence before move (Fig. 4a) and after move

(Fig. 4b). Mobile PPC is composed of a kernel module to be

implemented in the IP layer and a daemon “mppcd” that works

in the userland.

The kernel module consists of several components; a CIT

control part, an authentication-key management part, a mo-

bility management part , and a binding control part which

was newly implemented this time. The binding control part

takes care of the creation of binding messages and the han-

dling of sending and receiving messages, and passes obtained

MAPPED-ADDR to the authentication-key management part

as well as to the mobility management part.

When an application starts communication, TCP/UDP pack-

ets are firstly passed to the authentication-key management

part. Here, Node Information Table (NIT) that manages the

authentication key is checked and the authentication key of the

correspondent node is searched. If no authentication key exists,

the first TCP/UDP packet is temporarily stored in the kernel

memory, and it calls the function to start an authentication key

sharing negotiation. Here, if a status flag “NG NAT EXIST” is

set in the received cookie response message, then the operation

of the binding control part is executed.

After completing the first round of the authentication key

sharing negotiation, the stored TCP/UDP packet is restored,

and after the creation of CIT, communication is to start.

Thereafter, the authentication-key management part makes

mppcd daemon execute the second round of DH key exchange

through an MPPC socket. With this mechanism, it becomes

possible to have the DH key exchange and the authentication-

key generation process be executed in the back-end of actual

TCP/UDP communication and to reduce the delay at the time

of starting communication.

In the meantime, if mppcd daemon detects any move, it

instructs the mobility management part to perform move noti-

fication process. In the same way as that by the authentication-

key management part, the mobility management part executes

the operation by the binding control part, if the status flag

“NG NAT EXIST” is set in the received CU response mes-

sage. After the updating of CIT, address/port translation of

TCP/UDP packets is performed in the CIT management part

and passed to either the upper layer or the lower layer.

B. Message Format

Fig. 5 shows the message format of Mobile PPC. Mobile

PPC control message is based on ICMP Echo/Echo Reply and

it is so structured that Mobile PPC header (Fig. 5a) follows

ICMP header.

In our proposed method, 16 Octets field called Node ID is

added anew. Node ID is an ID to assign a single meaning to

each node, and even if a complicated IP address change occurs,

end nodes can easily identify from which node each message

was sent out. This value is created from Fully Qualified

Domain Name (FQDN) of each node by a hash function by



(a) Mobile PPC Header

(b) Transport Address

(c) Connection ID

(d) CU Message

(e) Binding Message

Fig. 5. Mobile PPC Message Formats

using Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) [10].

In Mobile PPC, the initial IP address of the corresponding

node is resolved by using DDNS server. Therefore, it is not

necessary to make a new setting to the node when creating

Node ID, because all the nodes using Mobile PPC necessarily

possess FQDN.

In addition, we expanded the fields of PREV-ADDR and

MOVED-ADDR in the CU messages. Though it was required

to notify only IP addresses before and after move in the

case of conventional Mobile PPC, it is also necessary to

notify the port numbers in addition to IP addresses in the

proposed method. Accordingly, we defined anew a format for

the transport address (Fig. 5b). This format shows a set of data

indicating a transport address (pair of an IP address and a port

number) which various nodes use for communication, which is

used for Connection ID (Fig. 5c), in addition to PREV-ADDR

and MOVED-ADDR (Fig. 5d).

With respect to the binding message, Mobile PPC header

follows TCP/UDP header as indicated in Fig. 5e. The source

transport address of a binding request message in MN is

described in the original address field, and MAPPED-ADDR

mapped in NAT in the Mapped Address field.

C. Definition of Binding Message List

In introducing the binding process, Binding Message List

(BML) is defined anew. Fig. 6 shows the structure of BML.

The main objectives of BML are to reposit binding message

information and also to store a triggered TCP/UDP message.

Upon the creation of BML, monitoring of binding messages

is initiated and upon the deletion of BML, monitoring is

terminated. BML has a connection list structure and is created

for each correspondent node, and furthermore, it has a sub-

connection list structure for each established session.

For instance, when MN has established two sessions with

the same CN, only one CU request message is required

and carries the transport addresses of the two sessions (see

Fig. 5d). However, although CU message has all information,

the binding process cannot be integrated as it needs to be

performed for each session.

Fig. 6. Structure of Binding Message List

Thus, each node establishes the number of session infor-

mation described in CU message as a binding count value and

decrease the value each time it receives a binding message

from the correspondent node. When the value has become

zero, CN deletes BML and stops the monitoring of binding

messages. On the side of MN, it records the two transport

addresses described in the biding response message in the sub-

connection list of BML. If the binding count value has not yet

reached zero, MN should be able to receive other binding re-

sponse messages and therefore, monitoring is continued. When

the binding count has become zero, MN deletes BML after

passing recorded transport addresses to the authentication-key

management part or the mobility management part.

IV. RESULTS AND CONSIDERATIONS

A. Results of Demonstration of Trial System

This time, we have implemented the binding control part

and improved the mobility management part of the previously-

implemented Mobile PPC module in FreeBSD 7.0-RELEASE.

We have checked the operation of the system when MN moves

to a private network after MN and CN started communication

in the global network using UDP. As a result, we have con-

firmed that the system works properly and the communication

continues even if MN moves from a global network to a private

network.

B. Remaining Problems

1) Move from Private Network to Global Network: While

we are to obtain MAPPED-ADDR by binding process at the



time of authentication key sharing negotiation, it is needed to

hold this transport address until a move notification process

is performed. Thus, the MAPPED-ADDRESS obtained before

move is stored in NIT entry. Because it is necessary for MN

to obtain multiple MAPPED-ADDRESS with multiple CNs, it

is required to expand the capacity of NIT by adding a sub-

connection listing structure like BML.

2) Obstruction of Firewalls: When studying the issue of

NAT traversal, we cannot ignore the existence of firewalls. As

Stateful Packet Inspection (SPI) function is implemented in

many of the NAT routers in recent years, firewalls check the

consistency between outbound packets and inbound packets.

If the TCP/UDP sessions are not based on correct procedures,

their packets are discarded. In TCP communication in particu-

lar, it is thought to be necessary to make the binding sequence

a 1.5 round trip sequence like a TCP three-way handshake.

3) Keep-Alive Operation: The NAT mapping information

created by binding process is deleted after a certain limited

period of time has elapsed without any communication. While

in the case of TCP sessions the created mapping informa-

tion is maintained for a fairly long time once connection is

established, the mapping information is maintained only for

a relatively short time in the case of UDP.3 Therefore, it is

necessary for MN to perform Keep-Alive operation for CN

periodically when communicating with UDP.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have shown the method of applying

the principle of hole punching to binding process of Mobile

PPC and then shown the result of implementation of part

of the function. We have confirmed that MN can continue

communication even if it moves from a global network to a

private network.

Hereafter, we will study the remaining problems, and evalu-

ate the effects to the time period of communication interruption

and the load due to Keep-Alive operation. We have already

proposed another NAT traversal method in [13] that can realize

both NAT traversal and mobility in the case where an MN

starts communication from the external of NAT to a CN in a

private network. However, since some functions are added to

NAT in that method, it cannot cope with the situation where

MN moves to an unspecified private network as shown in this

paper. We also plan to study a method which enables receipt

of communication from the external of NAT by effectively

utilizing the binding function.
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Research Background

 IP Mobility
– maintains transport session if  an IP address of MN is changed

ex) Mobile IP, Mobile PPC (Our original technology)

 Change of IP address occurs due to;
A) Horizontal handoff (change an access point with the same device)
B) Vertical handoff (switch between different types of devices)

Implementation of NAT Traversal for Mobile PPC with the Principle of Hole Punching 2

L2 HO L3 HO L2 HO

Router

AP

Wi-Fi

WiMAX, 3GPP

MN: Mobile Node
Mobile PPC: Mobile Peer-to-Peer Communication



Introduction of Mobile PPC (1/2)

 MN and CN create CIT at the start of communication
 MN notifies CN of its migration directly after the move

– They update own CIT
 records the relationship between the old and new addresses

Implementation of NAT Traversal for Mobile PPC with the Principle of Hole Punching 3

MN

CN

MN

Move

IP: G1

IP: G2

IP: G3Internet

TCP/UDP communication
G1:s→G3:d

Movement notification
G1⇒G2

CIT
{G1:s⇔G2:s} ↔G3:d

CIT

{G1:s⇔G2:s} ↔G3:d

CN: Correspondent Node
CIT: Connection ID Table



Introduction of Mobile PPC (2/2)

 They translate the IP address of TCP/UDP packet 
according to updated CIT in the IP layer
– When sending: Old address “G1”  New address “G2”
– When receiving: New address “G2”  Old address “G1”

Implementation of NAT Traversal for Mobile PPC with the Principle of Hole Punching 4

IP Layer
CIT

Upper Layer

Lower Layer

Old IP Address

New IP Address

CIT

TranslationTranslation

G1:s↔G3:d

G2:s↔G3:d

MN CN



Target of This Research

Implementation of NAT Traversal for Mobile PPC with the Principle of Hole Punching 5

From To
IPv4 Network IPv4 Network
IPv6 Network IPv6 Network
IPv4 Network IPv6 Network
IPv6 Network IPv4 Network

Mobility Patterns

Target of this 
research

Our group 
researches all cases

MN

Router Router NAT NAT Router

Private NetworkGlobal Network

NAT: Network Address Translator

Focus my talk on 
this case



IP Mobility Issues in IPv4

 NAT translates an IP address and a port number of 
TCP/UDP packet
– Connection information that MN and CN recognize is different

 CN does not recognize the private IP address notified by MN and the 
original source port number
 CN’s CIT record cannot be correctly updated

Implementation of NAT Traversal for Mobile PPC with the Principle of Hole Punching 6

NATMN CN

IP: G1

IP: G3IP: P1

MN

Move

IP: G2

G1:m→G3:dP1:s→G3:d

Movement notification
P1⇒G2
?

TCP/UDP Communication
G2:s→G3:d

?



Proposed Method

 Applying the principle of “Hole Punching” to Mobile PPC
– Hole punching is a NAT traversal technology
– Binding message makes NAT mapping information

 MN can obtain the mapped address “G1:m” by the response
– Notification includes the mapped address and the port number

Implementation of NAT Traversal for Mobile PPC with the Principle of Hole Punching 7

NATMN CN

IP: G1

IP: G3IP: P1

MN

Move

IP: G2

G1:m→G3:dP1:s→G3:d

Movement notification
G1:m⇒G2:s

Binding message

CN can correctly update CIT 
taking into account the 
presence or absence of NAT



Address Transition Process

Implementation of NAT Traversal for Mobile PPC with the Principle of Hole Punching 8

P1→G3
s→d

Data

G2→G3
s→d

Data

G2→G3
s→d

Data

G1→G3
m→d

Data

MN CN

Upper 
Layer

Lower 
Layer

IP Hdr

L4 Hdr

CIT CIT

 Change in the IP address and the port number are 
concealed from the upper layer
– Communication can be continued even if MN moves over NAT

Lower 
Layer

Upper 
Layer

IP: P1⇒G2 IP: G3



Implementation

 IP layer of FreeBSD 7.0-RELEASE
– Kernel module

 CIT control
 Authentication-Key management
 Mobility management
 Binding control

(newly implemented)

 Userland
– “mppcd” daemon

(remains unchanged)
 Move detection
 DH key exchange
 Authentication-Key

generation
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CKY: Cookie exchange
DHK: Diffie-Hellman Key exchange

CU: CIT Update
NIT: Node Information Table 



Trial System Configuration
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MN

CN

Broadband 
Routers

Move

MN (ASUS Eee PC S101)
CPU : Atom N270  (1.6GHz)
Memory : 1GB
NIC : IEEE802.11g

Broadband Router
BUFFALO WZR-G144NH
NAT Feature: Enable/Disable

CN
CPU : Geode LX800 500MHz
Memory : 256MB
NIC : 100BASE-TX

100BASE-TX

802.11g

Private Network Global Network

(NAT) (Router)

Specifications

* Commercially available 
Wi-Fi broadband router



Results of Demonstration

 Case of UDP:
– Communication can be continued with all mobility patterns

 Case of TCP:
– Communication can be continued with just mobility patterns that 

MN moves to a global network
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From To UDP TCP

Global Global

Global Private

Private Private

Private Global



Remaining Problem

 Firewall intercepts TCP packets
– Many of NAT routers implements a strong firewall,

Stateful Packet Inspection (SPI) 
 Checks the consistency between outbound and inbound packets

(Bad IP addresses, incorrect TCP flags, erroneous sequence number, 
etc…)

 Their packets are discarded if the session is not based on correct 
procedures

In TCP communication, it is thought to be necessary to make 
binding sequence a TCP three-way handshake
 TCP sequence numbers of binding messages must be corresponded 

with TCP communication after MN moves to a private network
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Conclusion

 IP mobility issues in IPv4 network
– IP address mismatching occurs because of translation by NAT
We apply the principle of hole punching for Mobile PPC

 Implementation and the results of trial system
– MN can completely move from a private network to a global 

network
– MN cannot continue TCP communication after moving to a private 

network because of SPI firewall on NAT

 Future works
– Implementation of new TCP binding sequence for SPI
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 Appendix



Hole Punching

 NAT traversal technology
– It has been applied to some conventional technologies

 Simple Traversal of UDP Through NATs (STUN)
 Teredo

– An external node sends to the mapping
address in order to establish a UDP
session with an internal node

 Advantages
– Solving NAT traversal problem without

any modification to existing NATs
– Good throughput performance
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NAT

Rendezvous 
Server

UDP packet

Create a mapping 
information



NAT Traversal for Mobile IP

 NAT traversal by using UDP tunneling (RFC3519)
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NAT
HA MN

Private Network

Src: CN
Dst: HoA

CN

Registration Request with 
UDP Tunnel Request

Src: HA
Dst: NAT Src: HA

Dst: CoA

UDP 
Tunnel

IP Hdr
UDP Hdr

MIP Tun Hdr
IP Hdr

IP Pld
Original

HA : Home Agent
HoA : Home Address
CoA : Care-of Address



Benefits of the proposed method

 End-to-End “Hole Punching”
– No rendezvous server (like a STUN/TURN server)

 No communication delay
 No single point of failure

– Supporting all types of NATs
 Cone NAT/Symmetric NAT

 Only address translation
– No encapsulation

 High throughput
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Comparison of Throughput

 “Original” Mobile IP & Mobile PPC
– In case of Mobile IP, MN moves between global networks

(no NAT traversal)
– In case of Mobile PPC, MN moves from a private network to a 

global network 
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80

85

90

95

General Mobile IP Mobile PPC

Before Movement After Movement

-8.6 % -0.1 %

[M
bp

s]



Message Format Extension

 Adding “Node ID”
– Adopt UUID (Universally Unique Identifier) [RFC4122]

 Is created from FQDN of each node by a hash function
– All nodes have a unique identification number

 They are completely unaffected by change of an IP address
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MN

FQDN: alice.example.com

Node ID:
550e8400-e29b-41d4-a716-446655440000

Mobile PPC Message ID

Type Code Flags State

Node ID

Message Data



Performance

 Initial delay
i. 1st Cookie Exchange = 3.55 msec
ii. Binding Negotiation = 1.72 msec
iii. 2nd Cookie Exchange = 0.68 msec

TOTAL: 7.43 msec
(Generic system: 2.81 msec)

iv. DH Key Exchange = 54.5 msec
v. Authentication-Key Generation

 MN = 5.4 msec
 CN = 38.9 msec
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Last two processes execute in parallel 
with the started communication

NAT CNMN

DNS query

1st CKY

2nd CKY

Start communication

DHK

Binding

In
iti

al
 D

el
ay

i

ii

iii

iv

CKY: Cookie Exchange
DHK: Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange
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